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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses and compares bidialectalism and
various types of bilingualism, and the educational considerations
presented by each. Stable bilingualism-can result when each language
is used by most, if not all, members of the community for different
purposeS. In a bilingual situation, societal factors are _frequently
suoh that no agreement:can be .reached as to the role each :language
-should- play. One language grdup may be materially Wealthier and force
members _of the less-fortunate groups to..abandon.their language as
melt as their cultural-valuesinorder to sharethewealth.
Bldialectal -individuals-possess both a socially stigmatized and a
.prestige..variety..of the same language. Both bidialectalism and
.bilingualism as they are found in the United States are mainly of the
transitional type. Both:phenomena seem to be marked With some degree
of-strife or social tension.. The resolution of the social imbalances

.-

.accompanying.both-situationS- 'however, will probably not be the same
(Author/VM)
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One of man's most valuable possessions is his language.

Through it he communicates with his fellow humans about affairs

essential to his very being. Language is man's key to member-

ship in his community. It is a tool which he continually adjusts

to fit the tasks that challange him. Not only does language

serve his utilitarian purposes, it also provides man with one of

his greatest sources of pleasure. Granted that some men are more

gifted than others_in the use of language, all are capable of en-

joying the artistic use of it in songs, novels, plays and poetry.

The pleasure man derives from his language is evident even in

early childhood. The very young can be observed to make sounds

of all sorts and to lull themselves to sleep with the assurances

of their own solliloquies. So much is language a part of our

existence that to be deprived of it, smc4;Fas in aphasia, is an
-4kr.

affliction equal\if not worse 4e any physical confinement. In-

deed, the very balance of our daily life depends on the availa-

bility of a language which we can use to interact with others in

our community.

That balance is disturbed when groups of people find them

selves in situations where recourse to a common language is either

impossible or difficult

critically on communication, ,the inaccessibility to some indivi-

ructure of a community depends

duals of one of the codes of communication deprives them of

munity membership. When the number of such individuals grows
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sufficiently large, inter-group strife 15 likely to develop.

The resultant imbalances must be resolved in some way. There

are seemingly only two ways to achieve a new balance. Either

the two groups restructure themselves and merge to form a new

community or.they take measures to reassert the distinctness of

each of their original communities. If they decide to rmain

distinct, they need not move from the same or proximal geographl-

1 location and they may even learn to share some community

functions in a kind of societal symbiosis. There are, in fact

many such situations in the world today. Many so-called "bi-

lingual nations are little more than different language communi-

ties located within the same political boundaries and forced t

share some of the same national interests.

In those cases where genuinely bilingual communities aris

a relative stability of language use is achieved. That is to

s y Inter-group differences diminish and each language becomes

associated with separate functiona inthe society. In this way,

-one language may develop as the to0I for ootuiieroial transactions

while the other takes over their-ale of instruction or religious

training,. In addition a oreolized variety may appear as the

sult of aontadt between the'tub original languages and dome to be

used in informal situations It is not unusual,to fi,nd eaohlan

juage:Involved in bilingual eommunities becoming aS odiated-with'

distinct levels of style all the way from informal,

sions to highly formalized unlve sity lectur

family discus-

s. Relatively stable
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bilingual communities can be found in Paraguay' India2 and in some

parts of Africa:3 to name but a few. We can say, as a result, that

the predominant feature of stable bilingualism is the use of each

language by most if not all members of the community for different

purposes. Separatism disappears and a social balance not unlike

that of monolingual communities is achieved.

Unfortunately, bilingualism is not always stable. Oftentimes,

societal factors are such that no agreement can be reached as to

the roles iach language should -lay. The differences between the

social structures of the groups in contact may be so great that

they can find little in common to share. One group may be materi-

ally wealthier and force members of the less fortunate groups to

abandon their language as well as their cultural values in order

to share the wealth. In addition to language and cultural preju-

dices, there:may be racial ones which make integration as one com-

munity difficult. The result is that bilingual individuals develop

only in thos areas where the linguistically di tinct groups must

00M8 into contact. These individuals find themselves playing the

role of translators for their monolingual relatives and assooiat

Such has been the case with both the majority of immigrant groups

in the,United States and with the indigenous communities which have

fallen in the path of our national expansion..: Few_or no p sitive

-valUeS are left tothe native_ languages of such groups once their

jilembers Q cide to climb toeconomlcal and socially adVaitageous

controll 0 byytheEnglishapealcing majority4
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all efforts to keep a native language alive in the home the pres-

sures of English are usually so great that the socially mobile in-

dividual must eventually abandon it. Conversely, the monolingual

speaker of English is not in the least constrained to abandon his

language. Although we in the United States may express great in-

terest in other languages, our re ord of achievement in learning

foreign languages reveals the little practical value we see in

them. As John Carroll4 reported in 1967, the a erage language

major near graduation in American colleges achieved nothing more

than a "limited working proficiency" or a 2 n the five-point

rating scale of the U. S. State Department.

Our report card carries other bad marks. In the recent efforts

f Spanish-speaking Texans to have school instruction in their

native language, it came to light that the students were strictly

foroidden to speak Spanish on s hool grounds under the threat of

beatings and other sanctions.5 One can only marvel that in spite

of such pressures there are still millions of Americans whoAnative

language is German, Italian, Spanish and Poll h and thousands of

American Indians still speaking their tribal languages. Of course

the price for this individualism has been high. The monolingUal

peaker of a language other than English is often trapped at the

bottom of the economy. If h is ru_ral he finds himself lost 3.

he city. If he is urbar is deprlv d of jo ning in the nass

eXodus to the subu bs Because his culture counts for little in

the-eyes of-the. ma ority, he is said to be culturally disadvantaged&



Even if he tries to find positive values in his restri ted environ-
ment, the dominant culture destroys them by imposing its own set.
Iangston Hughes6 sums it up eloquently with the following definition

of misery: "Iiisery is when you heard on ehe radio that the neigh-

borhood you live in is a slum but you always thought it as home".

Up to this p int I have discussed only the phenomenon of bi-

lingualism and have said nothing about what has been called "bi- ia-

lectalism". In accordance with the notion of "stigmatized speech",

we can define bidialectal individuals as those who possess both a
socially stigmatized and a prestige variety of the same langua,

This definition hinges, of course, upon how well we clarify the

notion of language. A variety of speech s recognized as a language

for any number of different reasons. These include codification

with a set of normative rules association with a national state,
a standardized writing system and a body of literature. Dialects

may grow" into languages through various combinations of such

features. By calling Speech varieties dialects we imply that

they are restricted geographil ally, socially ov in both ways

while at the same time linked together in a chain of mutual mt

ligibility. To understand how some dialects become socially

el-

g-

matized, we must keep in mind that it is usually the higher social

or economic class which stigmatizes the speech of inferior social
-

classes. Thus we speak about 'ghetto English but. not a bo t 'sub-

urban" English. The word "black"

while the word

functions in social stigmatization

'white" does not. Ossie Uavis8, writing in the IROD
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Bulletin, reports that Roget's Thesaurus of the English Language
_ z

lists 120 synonyms for the word "blackness", of which 60 are dis.-

tinctly unfavorable and 20 are related directly to race. Slogans

such as "black is beautiful" which are becoming more evident through-

out our country represent an effort to remove some of the c'icial

stigma.

It appears that both bidialectalism and bill_ngualism as taey

are found in the United States are mainly of the transitional-type.

Both phenomena seem to be marked with some degree of strife or

social tension. The resolution of the social imbalances accom-

panying both situations, however, will probably not be the same.

If we succeed in deempha izing racial distinctions as faetors

determining economic and social standing the need to speak of

"black" English will disappear.: In fact, even today, the t rm

"ghetto" English might be more appropriate in view of the growing

nuMb re of black Americans who are mone-dialectal in a prestige

form pf English The lack of attachMent:zte "black" English by-

black Americans is clearly Illustrated by the:reaetion of William

Raspberx-y, a columnist for the WashinGton Post, to the work of
Roger Shuy, Director of the Urban language Study Program of the

Center forl Applied Lingtxistics in Washington. Raspberry intexrpreted

Shtr1s proposal-to use ghetto English as a base from which to teach

black chdidren as an attempt.to "instituti nalize the very.inequities...

that a democratic society and a democratic education

eutrall When Shby denied any-Intention on hi

uld attempt

rt t



raise the ghetto dialect to an "institutional" leVel, Raspberry

responded that some of the linguists having discovered the con

si-tneles and subtleties of ghetto language may be overemPha-

sizing the "Where he (i.e., the ghetto child) is" at the expenee

10of "where he needs to go". How different this reaction is from

that of many poor Spanish-speaking Texans who, while wanting to

better themselves economically, have no desire to give up their

way of talking for a prestige variety of English! At the very

least, it iS apparent that linguists working with socially-stig-

matized dialects will have to keep in mind that the subjects of

their study are not In the enviable position of being detached

frem What-Ver labele are Used- nor do theY ascribe any socially

positive values to their home speech. Furthermore, the teacher

should b- wary of claims that the methods of teaching foreign

languages ean be applied directly to the problem of imparting a

prestige dialeet pf Englieh to speakers of 4 secialltigmatized

dialect. Mueh-Mere research is needed, not only on social -strati-

fieation but also on the relevance of patt rn practice, substi-

tution drills and all of the other teaching devices to the ac-

quisition of non stigmatized dialects.

There are reasons to believe that'the fate of Spanish-English

bilingualism mill be different from that of other combinations in

the United States. Unlike German, Italian, Polish and other European

languages in this country, Spanish profits from continuing socioeconomic

support in the eyes of matiy_ Americans The dominant English-speakin



community can look beyond the millions of poverty-stricken people

who speak Spanish in the ghettos of our-large cities and in the

rural areas of the Southwest and reflect instead, upon the'potential

of Spanish in foreign commerce and relations. Oentral and South

America are vast markets for American goods and a man who is bi-

lingual in Spanish and English can- if be is resourceful enough,

put his language skills to good use in a business care r. You may

not agree with it but this argument is one that is likely to occur

to those English-speaking Americans who insist that foreign language

11
training oe made "relevant".

Awareness of an ethnicity extending oey-ond the physical limita-

tions of their'own poverty-stricken existence is only one of the

elements that support the Hispano-Americaxi's positive attitudes

about his language. A f eling of "having been there first" can be

found among Spanish-speaking persons living in the southwestern

part ci our nation. As far as city living goes, the Spanish-speaking

citizen can preserve his ties With a Puerto Rico which is pan-

ish-speaking officially under the American fl g and with Spanish

as the predominant language of education Since the speaker of

Spanish in the United States need not suffer the total break

with his home culture that characterizes the immigrant European,

Spanish-English bilingualism is not likely to be as transitory

as that Involving other languages with English. Above all is

not to be lumped together with a "bidialectalism' which contrasts

prestigious with socially stigmatized varieties of the same Ian



Having demonstrated that bilingualism and bialal ctalism as

found in the United States are more distinct than they are alike,

we turn to the question of education. Although the actual proce-

dures are far from perfected, the goals for educating the ghetto

English speaker are more clearly in sight than they are for the

bilingual child. Certainly, no one wishes to be educated in a

socially stigmatized dialect. The decision that the curriculum

shoula be programed to produce students educated in prestigious

English is an important first step in Interpreting the data gathered

from the field worker in the ghetto. While great emphas s p

sently being placed on the phonological and grammatical aspects

of ghetto speech I predict that attention will soon turn to cx-

periential or semantic matters. 1 have reached this conclUsion

for several reasons. The world of a -child is unique regardless

of where he lives Each of his experiences helps him to build his

own interpretations of the meaningful elements around him. While

the child can be trained in many wAys he

until the new things he learns

cannot be truly educated

can be related to what he has al-

ready exp rienced. In view of student unrest verywhere our metho

seem t have generally failed

simpiy brings it into

d techniques are ab

in this respeab.

sharper focus

The ghetto situation

cause appropriate mat rials

ent, some teachers have turned to letting

the students speak freely of their own experiences.12 The results

can be remarkable -The following poem is by Nel1=-Moor

ghetto child who finds the words to express the dispair of having



been negIecteds273°

WHO. LOOKS

Beneath the sidewalks

to tu4nels--

merging

separ ting--

searching out the

eartlly blackn se;

Behind the ne ns

proving

camouflage

for purple-veined

t the Lac

hiding

elves.

Although childre

non-vocal

from net
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like the wri.térof this poam have been collect--

I suspect thattheir-incommunicativeness results inste

been allowed to idontifr. with the formal

of our school systems. Having the child discuss something that is

real to him is not only a good way to start the educational process

but is also a valuable source of information for the teacher. The

insights obtainable about the child's experiences will help t

shape the_subject-matter of the Curriculum so that it effectively

relate6--new concepts,and--experienced to the ones which the-child--
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has already had. We must remember that the data compiled'by 11

guists, psychologists and sociologists will not automatically

apply themselves to the instruction of children from "disadvanta ed"

backgrounds. The teacher must bring his own professional skill

and common sense to the task of translating field research into

sound pedagogy. It may even turn out that a well-prepared curri-

culum aimed at ghetto children will be relevant to the "advantaged"

child as well. Aside from the obvious need for phonological and

grammatical drills addressed specifically to the ghetto dhild, the

coverage of semantic and cultural elements could be broad enough

to encorporate many experiential backgrounds t as the ghetto

child needs to learn about the life patterns of otners so should

the advantaged child come to understand that his is not the only

way of life. --Perhaps the best text the one that organize in-

formation about all life styles found in the United States there-

fore providing a broader basis for the tolerance of others.

Te ching in the bilingual situation is corrnlicated by donditionz-

not p esent in the case of bidialectalism. Because-of the factors

discussed earlier in this paper, one cannot always identify one

language as socially stigmatized and the other as prestigious in

the same way that dialects of the same language might. be labeled.

The result is a general disag e

education

ment about-the 'accepted goals of

involving two languages. a nutshell, one could say

that 'bilingual education" Is not the same as "education of the

bilingual".14 The implication of the former is that the student
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should emerge from school with an eduCation Acquired in more than

one language. To attain this goal, decisions must be made regard

(1) which subje ts are to be taught in which language (2) should

the same subject be taught in more than one language, (3) how should

each language be taught as a subject in itself, (4) how does one

test the progress of the child in each 1= guage (5) what require-

'newts should the teacher have (6) how relevant will the overall

education De to the student s needs, and many more such problems.

In the latter case, i.e. educating the bilingual the authori-

ties may conclude that an education in only one of the languages

should be the desired goal. Without recommending that:such programs

are to be adopted, one can see that a decision of this sort sin-

pLfies the matter censiderably. One ef.the languages comes to be

Ma kedas: subordinate and is used only as the point of departure

in order to build a competen e an the other one. Both languages

may be used as the medium of instxiction, but the curriculum is

pha ed so that 'critical" subjects are taught only in the domina t

languag Furthermore, the use of the dominant language becomes

more frequent in the upper levels. Although contrastive studies

might be made o1 the languages and cultures involved, only the

dominant one serves as the "target" of instruction.

Whatever deeision is reached about bilingualism in educatior

the pertinent societal factors must be considered carefully from

many points of view. At the present stage the only obvious

is that one pattern of either bilingual education or of the education
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of bilinguals is not possible for the entire nation. Each situation

has its own combination of ne ds and natural resources so that prL-

cedures effective in one community might fail miserably in another.

In this connection, I would like to leave you with one more thought.

According to Joshua Fishman, a community that achieves a eta e in

which everyone can talk equally as well about everything in both

languages will revert to a stage of monolingualism because no com-

munity needs two languag - to di auss the same things.15 If Fish-

man is correct one had better demonst ate that each language in

a bilingual situation serves a definite purpose--before embarking

on a program of bilingual education.

am sorry thatnI have no ready solutions to the problems

of bilingual and bidialectal education. kly remarks about the dis-

tj.nctions between bidialectalism and the various types of bilingualism

are offered in the hope that they w111 help you decide what must

b- done in your particular case The bilingual schools already

operation will have to b watched in Order to see'how successful

they a e in achieving the goals they set for themselves. Whatever

decision is reached, a good start will have been made when onildreu
are no longer punished in school for speaking a language other than

English.
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